MUNICH
2017
TOUR DESCRIPTION
The Royal Castles Neuschwanstein and Linderhof

DAYS OF
OPERATION

DURATION

PRICE

Daily

10.30 hours

Adult
US$70

Daily

1 Day

Adult
US$28

Friday &
Saturday to 31
October

3 Hours

Adult
US$34

Hidden in the seclusion of the mountains, Ludwig II
built two of his dream castles: Neuschwanstein and
Linderhof. This excursion shows you these two
extraordinary castles, both testifying to the vision of
Bavaria's fairytale King. Short shopping stop in
Oberammergau. Approx. 4 hours time to visit
Neuschwanstein and for lunch. A comprehensive
visit of Linderhof with its fantastic grotto and
moorish pavillon. Guided tours are included in both
castles. For English and German language the
guided tours will be done by a live guide. In
Neuschwanstein castle all other languages will be
provided by headphones. In Linderhof other
languages cannot be guaranteed. Clients will
receive leaflets only.
1 Day Munich At Its Best Hop On-Hop Off
Enjoy Munich in open air double-decker buses.
Discover the highlights of the city with this
comprehensive Hop on Hop off tour. The route
invites you to discover the Palace of Nymphenburg,
the former summer residence of the Bavarian
Princes and Kings, with its beautiful and spacious
gardens. To get an impression of modern Munich,
you can visit the Olympic grounds where you will
find other attractions like Sea Life, the BMW
museum and the new BMW Car World. Enjoy a
fantastic panoramic view from the top of the 290
meter high Olympic Tower. The tour continues to
the former artist quarter of Schwabing where you
may stroll along Leopold street. The frequent
stopping points make this tour an unforgettable
Munich experience.

Munich And Its Beer
Enjoy a city tour and get a taste of Bavarian beer
during your visit to a locaL Munich Brewery.

Please note that minimum number of passengers might apply for certain tours. Children rates on request. Thompsons
standard terms & conditions apply.

